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In a dream Nabiيsawsيsaid;ي‘Iيsawيaيpalaceيinي
Paradise and I wanted to go inside. Outside the 
palace I saw a woman making wudu. I asked whose 
palace is this? The angels replied it is Umar Bin Al 
Khattab’.TheيProphetيsawsيrememberedيthatيUmarي
was a very jealous man so he decided not to enter 
the palace.  
 
Even in the dream the Prophet saws was 
respectable – this is how he saws was in life. In 
most of our dreams we do things that we are not 
doing in our lives. For the sahabah the unseen 

matters, the akhirah though far away, is near to them and they are talking about it. When the faith is 
strong you don’t see the dunya, you see the akhirah.  
 
When the Prophet saws toldيUmarيofيthisيdreamيheيcriedيandيsaid;ي‘FromيyouيIيfeelيjealous,يwhyيdidي
youيnotيgoيtoيmyيhouse?’ 
 
Hadith of Ali (ra) 
 
Hadith: Ali (ra) said ‘while Umar (ra) is sitting with the Prophet saws you feel a sense of tranquility’. 
 
Hadith Shaitan afraid of Umar ibn Al-Khattab 
 
Sa’dيreported:يUmarيibnيAl-Khattab asked permission to see the Messenger of Allah, peace and 
blessings be upon him, while some women from the Quraish were sitting with him and they were 
asking for his financial support while raising their voices above his. When asked permission to enter, 
all of them hurried to veil themselves. The Prophet admitted Umar and he entered while he was 
smiling.  
 
Umarيsaid,ي“MayيAllahيpreserveيyourيsmile,يOيMessengerيofيAllah.يLetيmyيfatherيandيmotherيbeي
sacrificedيforيyou!”ي 
 
TheيProphetيsaid,ي“Iيamيamazedيbyيtheseيwomenيwho were with me. As soon as they heard your 
voice,يtheyيhastenedيtoيveilيthemselves.”ي 
 
Umarيsaid,ي“Youيhaveيmoreيrightيthatيtheyيshouldيbeيmodestيforيyou,يOيMessengerيofيAllah.”ي 
 
ThenيUmarيturnedيtoيthemيandيheيsaid,ي“Oيenemiesيofيyourيownيsouls!يYouيareيmodest for me but 
notيtheيMessengerيofيAllah?”ي 
 
Theيwomenيreplied,ي“Yes,يforيyouيareيstricterيandيharsherيthanيtheيMessengerيofيAllah.”ي 
 
TheيProphetيsaid,ي“OيsonيofيKhattab,يbyيtheيoneيinيwhoseيhandيisيmyيsoul,يwheneverيSatanيseesيyouي
taking a path, then he will takeيanotherيpath.” 



Source: Sahih Bukhari 5735, Sahih Muslim 2397 
 
Hadith of Aishah (ra) 
 
Narrated 'Aishah: that the Messenger of Allah (Peace be upon him) was sitting and we heard a 
scream and the voices of children. So the Messenger of Allah (Peace be upon him) arose, and it was 
an Ethiopian woman, prancing around while the children played around her.  
 
So he said: 'O 'Aishah, come (and) see.' So I came, and I put my chin upon the shoulder of the 
Messenger of Allah (Peace be upon him) and I began to watch her from between his shoulder and 
his head, and he said to me: 'Have you had enough, have you had enough?'" She said: "So I kept 
saying: 'No,' to see my status with him.  
 
Then 'Umar appeared." She said: "So they dispersed." She said: "So the Messenger of Allah (Peace 
be upon him) said: 'Indeed I see the Shayatin among men and jinn have run from 'Umar.'  
 
She said: 'So I returned.'" 
 
Jami` at-Tirmidhi Book 46 Hadith 3691 
 
Hadith regarding music 
 
Abdullah Ibn Buraidah narrates on the authority of his father: The Holy Prophet (saw) returned from 
someيofيhisيmilitaryيexpeditions.يAيblackيslaveيgirlيapproachedيhimيandيsaid:ي‘Iيhadيvowedيtoيbeatيtheي
DaffيbeforeيyouيifيAllahيbroughtيyouيbackيsafeيandيunhurt’.ي 
 
TheيHolyيProphetي(saw)يreplied:ي‘Ifيyouيhadيvowed,يthenيproceed, otherwiseيdoيnot’.ي 
 
She started beating the Daff. Meanwhile Abu Bakr (ra) came while she was beating the Daff. Then 
‘Usmanي(ra)يandي‘Aliي(ra)يcameيandيsheيcontinuedيbeatingيtheيDaff.يThenيcameي‘Omarي(ra)يandيsheي
covered her instrument under herself and sat over it as soon as she saw him.  
 
AtيthisيtheيHolyيProphetي(saw)يcommented:ي‘Omar,يevenيSatanيfearsيyou,يIيwasيsittingيandيsheيwasي
beating the Daff, and then Abu Bakr entered and she continued beating and then Ali entered and 
she continued beating and then Uthman entered and she continued beating but when you entered 
Oي‘OmarيsheيstoppedيtheيDaff’ي 
 
(narrated by Tirmidhi and he said this is a Hasan Ghareeb hadith and Ahmad narrated it with a 
Saheeh chain and Abu Dawud & Al Bayhaqi also narrated it.) 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 


